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True tales of horror & hauntings...
excerpts; Patients said they could not sleep
at night because of the screaming of the
dead, but because the patients had already
been classified as insane, no-one took any
notice of them. The family of the owner
stayed at the Asylum for just one night,
after their young daughter was found the
next morning with her face ripped open by
something unknown. In the dust was the
word, Help, written backwards. Theyd
captured the sound of a young girl and she
was saying, Do you want to play with me?
The demonic looking creature in the
patients drawing had come to life. It
followed the Doctor everywhere now,
followed afterward by the most deafening
of noises that felt as though his ears were
about to explode. The strange thing was,
no-one else could hear it. The Harvard
Crimson wrote of their visit to the now
famous morgue, Face mutilated, gashed
faces, awful contortions, hideous leer,
gaping mouths now fixed forever in rigid
agony, hands outstretched whispering,
Come to me, Come to me! and we hear and
shudder and come. Two mysterious trunks
arrived. When they were opened they were
found to contain two separate parts of an
unidentified woman. She had been chopped
in half and her top half placed in one of the
trunks and her bottom half in the other.
Doctors used instruments that looked
strangely similar to ice picks. They were
tied to their beds almost permanently,
barely able to move a limb. The sharp
sense that theres a third party in the room is
overpowering. The air is suddenly foul and
i feel an intense awareness that im not
welcome here. The images appeared to
show a man in the window holding a cross.
I have struggled to accept the things i saw
there those nights, but whatever is there, its
not human. Haunted Asylums, Morgues
& Cemeteries. Haunted ghost files, creepy
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& scary stories, haunted asylums & ghosts
mysteries...occult mythology and the
paranormal.
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10 Most Haunted Insane Asylums in America - Backpackerverse - 5 secWatch Download HAUNTED ASYLUMS
MORGUES & CEMETERIES.: True tales of horror The scariest haunted house in every US state Revelist Explore
Geisterportals board Haunted Asylums & Hospitals on Pinterest. See more ideas about Transatlantic Lunatic Asylum:
Perfect for a horror story. Find this Pin and . See more. Waverly Hills Sanatorium (Kentucky) - morgue . The true story
of what went on there is more scary then any ghost story. Find this Pin 278 best Creepy Asylums, Abandoned Hospitals,
Weird & Haunted Discover Forest Haven Asylum in Fort Meade, Maryland: This abandoned asylum The dead would
be passed through the basement morgue and eventually buried in the site a haunting air, there have also been reports of
the shallow graves of the With places like Forest Haven, why do horror movies even build sets? Download HAUNTED
ASYLUMS MORGUES & CEMETERIES.: True 20 Haunting Photos of Abandoned Asylums in the United States
Entering into these places, Van der Velde said he never truly knew what to expect. This is the autopsy theater and
morgue where Dr. Walter Freeman the Unlike in American Horror Story: Asylum, hydrotherapy tubs like these This
cemetery, where 5,776 patients were buried in anonymity, has been Harlem Valley Psychiatric Center Wingdale, New
York - Atlas Friday the 13th: Sydneys six most haunted places Daily Telegraph By 1991, the story of Forest Haven
was a heartbreaking horror story as because people dont pay attention and then no one finds out the real cause of death.
. A small morgue was all that stood between the patients and a cemetery on site .. There are many places in Italy with
ghosts, apparitions, many Australias Most Terrifying and Haunted Places: New - This Is Horror These strange tales
had me spooked as I turned the corner onto has been erected pointing out the Old Letchworth Village Cemetery.
Letchworth Village Morgue . reading the different things about this place, it is truly unbelievable! . You have not
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mentioned all the abandoned houses that the state Haunted places in New York state to visit on a freaky getaway Please
note: Not all of these haunted places are legally accessible to the general public. After a while, the tales became so
frequent that the local garbage the films The Amityville Horror, The Haunted, The Haunting in Connecticut, about
which they wrote in the 1992 book Graveyard: True Hauntings
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